The description of the software architecture should communicate the essential decisions that have been taken during the design of the software system. Architecture reconstruction is a reverse engineering activity that aims at recovering past decisions that are either unknown (because not documented or the original developers have left) or new (because originates from the system's evolution). The reconstruction is performed by examining the available artefacts (documentation, source code, experts) and by inferring new architectural information that is not immediately evident.
INTRODUCTION
Similar products are usually organised in product families [21] , a set of products that have common requirements and, consequently, share common features, chuck of functionality, architectural concepts or code typically in major components. One aspect that is often difficult to grasp with a bottomup approach (like reverse engineering) is the set of design decisions that have been made to implement the features of the system. Our approach aims at recovering them.
RELATED WORK
In our previous work, we have related our work with other research in the field of architecture reconstruction [27] and dynamic analysis [28] . In this section, we report the major shortcomings that we have detected.
Kazman et al. propose an iterative reconstruction process [8] where the historical design decisions are unveiled by empirically formulating/validating architectural hypothesis. The approach is supported by the Dali workbench [15] [14] . Dali allows the user to create a source code model in a SQL database. The user can then base the abstraction process (mainly a grouping activity) on a set of queries executed in the database. In our experience, the select/group paradigm is not expressive enough to model the architectural abstractions. In our approach, we have chosen Prolog for the abstraction phase in order to have a more expressive mechanism than SQL. They also point out the importance of modelling not only system information but also a description of the underlying semantics [8] . In our method, the first phase aims at clarifying the semantics of the concepts involved in the reconstruction.
Krikhaar et al. [16] adopt the paradigm extract/abstract/present for architecture reconstruction and base all the reconstruction operations on the Partition Relation Algebra [7] . In our approach, we generalise the method to any architectural style by introducing an additional activity that takes care of focusing the reconstruction on the most important architectural aspects for the architects.
Finnigan et al. [6] propose the Software Bookshelf that is a collection of tools for generating software architectures from program sources and presenting them in a Java-based web user interface. The goal is to keep the architectural documentation up to date. The tool has been used to extract the software architecture of Linux operating system [2] . One key feature is the web interface that allows the architects to publish the architectural diagrams on the intranet. In our environment, we have included the web application Venice that allows us to publish the diagrams on the web in UML format.
Murphy et al. [20] propose a reconstruction technique based on the reflexion models. The user starts with a structural high-level view model that is iteratively refined to rapidly gain knowledge about the source code. The technique is based on the definition of a set of mappings between the source Claudio Riva code and the high-level concepts. Our technique generalises this idea enabling the user to define any kind of mappings or transformation of the source code model.
Most of the approaches adopt the extract/abstract/present paradigm and rely on different formalism for conducting the abstraction operations (SQL, Partition Relation Algebra [7] , Tarski algebra [9] or simple maps [20] ). In our approach, we exploit Prolog as a mechanism for conducting a series of abstraction operations.
The dynamic analysis aims at describing the run time behaviour of a software system. Its contribution should be considered during an architecture reconstruction process. Some attempts have been done to merge the dynamic and static information in a single view: Systä [29] , IsVIS [12] , Dali [13] and Richner et al. [23] .
ARCHITECTURE RECONSTRUCTION
The description of the software architecture should communicate the essential decisions that have been taken in the design of the software system. The essential decisions of a design are the ones that are expensive to change and, therefore, the most critical for the development and maintenance of a system. A. Ran [21] defines four categories of design decisions: concepts (the way we think of a system, its architectural style), architecturally significant requirements (the major concerns that have to be addressed by a proper software architecture), structure (the components and their relationships at the right level of abstraction) and texture (design decisions at the implementation level that are architecturally relevant, such as design patterns and policies). A software architecture is defined as "a set of concepts and design decisions about structure and texture of software that must be made prior to concurrent engineering to enable effective satisfaction of architecturally significant, explicit functional and quality requirements, and implicit requirements of the problem and the solution domains" [21] . Multiple views (such as the "4+1 model" proposed by Kruchten [17] and the architectural views proposed by Hofemeister [11] ) are a practical way to effectively communicate the different aspects of the software architecture.
Architecture reconstruction (or reverse architecting) concerns with the task of recovering the past design decisions that the developers made during the development of the system. It is a reverse engineering activity that has to infer the architectural rationale from the available artefacts created by the original developers (who might have left or not documented the architecture). The natural evolution of a software system also introduces new Architecture Reconstruction in Practice aspects that a reconstruction process can unveil (in this case we can talk of a information discovery process).
Architecture reconstruction is not only a pure data gathering process but requires also a certain amount of reasoning for the selection and analysis of the extracted artefacts. We stress the point that only the correct choice of the architectural concepts (selected according to the system) can deliver a meaningful high level model to the architects. The architectural concepts are first class entities in the reconstruction process from the very early stages.
The output of the reconstruction has to present the different aspects of the model with multiple architectural views. In practice, we aim at delivering the following architectural views: -Conceptual view: describing the key architectural concepts that are instantiated in the other views. showing the inter task communications. -Feature view: describing the run-time implementation of a feature at a high level of abstraction. The views are based on static aspects (captured without running the system) and dynamic aspects (concerning with the run-time behaviour). They are both necessary for the architectural description and they have to be adequately reverse engineering from the implementation.
We can summarise our iterative and incremental process in four steps:
1.
Recovery of architectural concepts The goal of this phase is to recover and clarify the architecturally significant concepts that build the system: the building blocks of the system and the communication infrastructure that enables the components to interact at runtime. These concepts represent the way developers think of a system and they become the terminology of the reconstruction process. The architectural concepts vary from one system to another: in a distributed software system the architectural concepts may be applications, servers, software busses while in an operating system they may be tasks, processes, queues, shared memories, etc. Textures should also be considered at this stage because they hide interaction patterns that are architecturally significant for the reconstruction (like the design patterns).
The outcome of this phase is the conceptual view that describes all the important types of architectural concepts and their relations, and the description of the mappings between the high level concepts and the implementation.
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The main source of information is the documentation of the system or informal discussions with the experts. We often find useful to ask the developers to describe the implementation of the key features of the system. During this explanation, the architectural concepts become evident.
2.
Model capture We build a model of the system whose entities are instances of the concepts identified in the previous phase. A correct choice of the concepts ensures that the model is built at the right level of abstraction. Being mainly a data-gathering phase (instead of a reasoning phase), this task can be easily automated with tools for analysing the system artefacts. Source code is usually the most dependable source of information for the static analysis. We rely on ad hoc analysers (for example written in Perl) based on pattern matching or on commercial programming environments with APIs to the symbol tables (such as SourceNavigator [22] ). The documentation, the software diagrams (for example, stored in CASE tools) and the experts can contribute to the creation of the model. For the dynamic analysis, we instrument the system and trace relevant information by simulating particular use cases (for example, using the ThirdEye environment [18] ).
3.
Abstraction The model of the previous phase is at a very low level of abstraction. The goal of this phase is to enrich the model with domain specific knowledge that will lead to a high level view of the system (for example, to create the structural description). Known abstractions can be easily added to the model. Unknown abstractions have to be identified by the architects, categorised, named and then stored in the model. The reasoning is carried out manually by the architects and produces to a set of abstraction rules that enrich the model. We point out that the abstraction process is not just an activity of grouping but it is a reasoning process where we infer more abstracted relationships. We specify the abstraction rules with a logical language like Prolog.
4.
Presentation An effective visualisation is essential to communicate the architectural information to the development teams. The architects need to select a particular architectural view and a particular visualisation format: hierarchical graphs, web documents (with hyperlinks), UML [1] logical diagrams and message sequence charts. We use Rigi to visualise hierarchical oriented graphs. It enables the architects to navigate the model, analyse the dependencies and identify new possible groupings to add into the model. In our previous work [25] , we have exploited Rigi for this kind of tasks. UML diagrams are a familiar way to convey architectural information Architecture Reconstruction in Practice to the designers. The tool Venice [31] gives us the support for visualising logical views using a subset of the UML notation (components, packages, interfaces, inheritance and dependencies) that we have proposed in [27] . Figure 3 shows an example of visualisation in Venice.
We have integrated a message sequence chart visualiser with Rigi to combine the static and dynamic analysis [28] .
This process has to be reiterated several times to produce a quality model for the architects. The initial abstraction rules are based on the conceptual view that the developers have of the system and may be different from the real one. New architectural concepts become significant while the reconstruction is progressing and have to be introduced in the model. The data-gathering phase can also be refined by increasing the quality of the extracted information with more powerful analysers (often the extraction is a trade-off between the speed/size and the quality of the analysis).
THE LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION
The artefacts of a software system (such as code, design documents, user interface specifications, feature lists) have different levels of abstraction. Reverse engineering is a process spanning from the low levels to the higher ones. We can identify six levels of abstractions (grouped in two categories) that define a scope for the artefacts of the reconstruction process requirements, domain model, features, architecture, design and source code as shown in Figure 1 .
We distinguish between the problem domain (focused on the user's perspective) and the solution domain. The functional requirements are mapped to features that the system has to support. A feature is a "coherent and identifiable bundle of system functionality" [30] . The features are the highest elements of abstraction we can decompose a system in the solution domain. The elements of the lower abstraction
Problem Domain
Solution Domain levels are responsible for implementing those features. In particular, at the architectural level we are interested in modelling the structure of the architecture description (see Section 3), in order to show what components are involved and how they interact. At the design level, we model the internal implementation of the architectural elements. Each component is clearly specified at the design level with a particular formalism (such as the object-oriented paradigm). The lowest level of abstraction is the source code level. The abstract syntax trees (AST) model the information at this level for reverse engineering purposes.
The features represent the contact point between the problem and the solution domain [30] . At this level, marketing people and developers can speak a common language and they can understand each other. Features are used to advertise the system and have to be implemented by the developers. Although a feature might not have a one to one mapping with the architectural concepts, we believe that a complete reverse engineering process should aim at the identification of the system features and their interactions. Turner et al. call this process "feature oriented reverse engineering" [30] .
AN EXAMPLE
We demonstrate the reconstruction method with an example that is the simplification of a real case. The real case is taken from a family of products for telecommunications where time to market usually forces the developers to quickly instantiate new products from the family disregarding their documentation. The proposed architecture reconstruction method can help the developers analyse the architecture of the products [25] .
Architectural concepts.
The system is component based. Components (implemented by a set of C functions) represent computational units or resource controllers and offer well-defined services through their interfaces. The communication among the components is achieved with the exchange of asynchronous messages on a software bus. There are two OS primitives for registering on the bus and sending messages: -register(ID) -primitive to register a component "ID" on the bus. -send(d, m) -primitive for sending the message "m" to the component "d".
When the components are initialised, they register themselves on the bus with a unique identifier that is statically assigned at compile time. The identifier is used by the "send" and "receive" primitives.
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One key issue of the architects is to manage the organisation of the components so that they can collaborate to implement the system features. Each message exchange between two components creates a dependency that has to be taken into account by the architect. In a system with hundreds of components the dependency graph becomes rather complicated. For this task, the architects need (1) the component view that shows the logical organisation of the components in packages and their dependences, (2) the execution view that shows how the components interact and (3) the development view that shows how implementation of the components. The diagram in Figure 2 shows the major concepts that we think are architecturally relevant to the architects. We distinguish between the concepts that are visible in the implementation (like Directory, File, Function and their relationships) and concepts that can be inferred from the previous ones (like Component, message and contain). The latter ones are located in the grey area of the diagram.
Extraction of Static Information
We extract a source code model with an ad hoc analyser and present the output as a set of Prolog facts.
Below is a sample of the information extracted by the code analyser.
containDir('/gui','/gui/VoiceCall'). containFile('/gui/VoiceCall','/gui/VoiceCall/mainApp.c'). defineFunc('/gui/VoiceCall/mainApp.c','init').
For instance, the first line define a containment relationship (containDir) between the directories '/gui' and '/gui/VoiceCall'. The facts about the function calls (invocation relationship) contain also the details about the parameters of the call. 
Abstraction
The extracted source code model is at a very low level of abstraction and represents we use it to infer more abstracted information about high-level concepts (the ones in the grey area of Figure 2 ). The abstraction process can be divided in three steps: model refinement, injection of composition rules and view selection.
Model Refinement
The first step is to refine the model by inferring the new relationships that are not present yet (the ones in the grey area of Figure 2 ). The Prolog language allows us to formally specify the new relationships. Below there are two Prolog preposition that define the message and register relationship. The proposition (1) defines a message relationship between the Function that sends a message and the component's identifier of the message by selecting all the "send" function calls.
The proposition (2) defines a register relationship between the Directory that registers a component to the bus and the component's identifier. This relationship is auxiliary for the following abstractions.
Injection of Composition Rules
This step concerns with adding the part-of relationships to the model to create a hierarchical structure in the model. The composition rules specify how the source code elements are grouped to form subsystems or more abstracted entities. The clustering activity is usually driven by the documentation for known groupings or by the system experts for unknown ones. Below there is an example in Prolog where we define four new components.
contain('VoiceCall','/gui/VoiceCall'). contain('DataCall','/gui/DataCall'). contain('CallController','/ctrl/CallCtrl'). contain('Network','/ctrl/NwtCtrl').
The previous components are then grouped in component sets according to their functionality. contain('CallServices','VoiceCall'). contain('CallServices','DataCall'). contain('GUI','CallServices'). contain('Resources','CallController'). contain('Resources','Network').
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View selection The architects need to select a particular architectural view over the model that we have created so far. To define a view, we have (1) to select its representation format and (2) to define the set of relationships that have to be projected in it. We can represent the development view with a typed directed graph. We define a new relationship edge with three parameters: the source node, the destination node and the type of the edge. Then, we select the contain and containFile relationships from the model. Below there is the Prolog code. To create the component view we need to compute the high level dependencies among the components. We represent the logical view with typed oriented hierarchical graphs. This is achieved by (1) defining a grouping relationships that describes the hierarchy, (2) define the set of relationships of the graph, (3) compute the transitive closure and (4) create the graph.
Below there is the Prolog code that defines the grouping relationship and the relation relationship. 
5.4
Visualisation. Figure 4 shows the visualisation of a typed oriented graph using Rigi. The graph shows the dependency between a set of components and a particular resource controller. This view has been generated by navigating the model using Rigi as we have presented in our previous work [27] .
Extract dynamic information.
Dynamic analysis is necessary for analysing the behaviour of the system and for creating the feature view. The extraction of dynamic information is conducted by (1) instrumenting the source code, (2) executing a set of scenarios and (3) collecting the traces. The architectural concepts of phase 1 drive us in the choice of the correct instrumentation. We choose to trace the calls to the "send" and "register" primitives that are architecturally significant for our analysis. We have used the ThirdEye environment for instrumenting the code. We usually select them according to the system's features that we want to analyses. The traces are then converted to Prolog facts and then visualised with a Message Sequence Chart visualiser integrated with Rigi as presented in [28] . 
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EXPERIENCES WITH THE APPROACH
We have applied the architecture reconstruction method on several embedded software systems developed by Nokia. The systems are developed in C or C++ and contain about hundreds thousands lines of code. We report here the major impressions that we have collected:
The first phase of the approach allows us to set the focus the architecture reconstruction activity. The selection of architecturally significant concepts ensures that we will produce useful information for the architects with the right level of abstraction. In this way, we can recover the essential design decisions of the system. Being the process iterative and incremental, we can start with a simple set of concepts and then enrich it when we increase our understanding of the system.
The analysis of the source code does not seem to be a big issue anymore. Nowadays, we can find powerful analysers that extract quality information with simple APIs for accessing their symbol tables. The only hassle is to program the tools to extract the information we need. In the case these analysers do not deliver the information we need, Perl (or just the grep utility) are still the best choice.
The abstraction phase allows us to inject domain knowledge about the system and to increase the level of abstraction of the model. This information usually comes from existing design documents and experts (architecture recovery) or we have to create it from scratch (architecture reconstruction). Prolog gives us the capability of formally specifying the abstraction rules and to reuse them, with little changes, for different products of the family. Prolog also offers the possibility of calculating architectural metrics and identify patterns in the model (two aspects that have to be exploited in the future work).
Visualisation plays an important role for understanding the architectural model during the whole process. We visualise the model as a hierarchical typed graph with Rigi and Venice. This allows us to intuitively navigate the model and manipulate the architectural information. Architects find very useful to navigate the software models using the graph paradigm. This feature is often missing from the traditional CASE tools.
The reverse engineered architectural models show the actual implementation of the system. The architects found this information very valuable and they appreciate that fact that is presented using multiple architectural views. These views can be used during the architectural reviews and during the software architecture assessments of a system.
CONCLUSIONS
The presented approach for architecture reconstruction allows us to extract valuable information for the architects who are mainly interested in the high level architecturally significant concepts of a software system. The method stresses the point of selecting the correct concepts that will drive the reconstruction process. Abstraction plays a key role in the whole process and it is addressed in all the phases of the method. The supporting environment also gives us the correct set of tools to achieve the task.
Multiple views, like for the phase of architecture modelling, are the means to convey the architectural information among the development teams. In this article, we have just mentioned the feature view that we have not extensively exploited yet. The feature view enables us to describe the implementation of the system features in a very compact and expressive form. Our future work will concentrate on elaborating this concept.
